THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
and suggests the existence of a fairly close correspondence, on
the one hand between the maternal view of the state and the
development of democratic institutions and individual indepen-
dence, and on the other hand between the paternal view and
the development and retention of autocracy and a relatively
strict subordination of the individual to the authority of the
government and of its representatives.
It would be possible also perhaps to point to a general
tendency towards a similar association of the mother-regarding
attitude with a trend towards change, progress or instability,
and of the father-regarding attitude with a corresponding trend
towards stability and conservatism; though the extreme
progressiveness, in certain respects, of modern Germany has
shown that any such tendency does not hold for all cases or
for all aspects of culture.
Where the attitude towards the state, its institutions and
authority is not one of love, friendliness or reverence, but one
of hate and rebellion, it is of course the corresponding feelings
of hostility towards the parents - which play a leading part in
the unconscious motivation of malcontents or revolutionaries.
It is principally for this reason that revolutions in autocratic
paternal states (cp. the recent upheavals in Russia and Germany
and the French Revolution) are usually more violent and ex-
treme than in the case of the freer and more liberal maternal
countries, since the desire for rebellion in early family life is
generally directed against the authority of the father to a much
greater extent than against .that of the mother.
There probably exists,   moreover,   as Rank1 and Jones2
have already suggested, a considerable degree of correspondence
Family      between the nature  of the  family system  as  found  in   any
°XTsiaten   country ^ some °f tne political features to which we have
organisation   referred. Thus the authority of the head of the household—the
patria potestas — was  perhaps   more   developed   among  the
Romans   than  among  any   other  western   people,   and  the
Romans elaborated a military and civil administration of such
strength and durability that the whole of western civilisation
has   to a large  extent  been  raised  and   developed   on   the
foundation and the model it afforded.  With the Jews also the
1	" Das Inzestmotiv in Dichtung und Sage," 414 ff.
2	Ernest Jones, he. cit.
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